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Gartner reports global smartphone sales will show single-digit growth of 7% in 2016-- a first 
marking an end to the era of double-digit smartphone growth according to the analyst.

  

  

Smartphone sales for 2016 are forecast to reach 1.5 billion units, while total mobile phone sales
are set to reach 1.9bn. Also showing barely positive results is the combined device (PC, tablets,
ultramobiles and mobile phones) market, as global shipments are expected to grow by just
0.6% to 2.4bn units in 2016, with end-user spending declining by -1.6%.

  

"Historically, worsening economic conditions had negligible impact on smartphone sales and
spend, but this is no longer the case," Gartner remarks. "China and N America smartphone
sales are on pace to be flat in 2016, exhibiting 0.7% and 0.4% growth respectively."

      

One factor leading to smartphone sales declines is the extension of phone lifetimes among
users in mature markets such as W. Europe-- as device upgrades become more incremental
users are more likely to hold on to handsets, particularly in the face of increasingly complex
carrier deals. In addition, the analyst forecasts slowdown for upgrades from basic to premium
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phones, the result of more customers replacing basic phones with similar devices.

  

As for the rest of the device market, global 2016 PC shipments are set to decline by -1.5% to
284 million units, a "last year of decline" according to Gartner, before a return to growth in 2017
driven by the integration of Windows 10 with Intel Skylake architecture, as well as consumer
frustration with tablets.

  

Meanwhile ultramobiles (basic and utility tablets) will drop by -3.4% in 2016 due to users either
extending lifetimes or outright refusing to replace such devices.

  

Go Gartner PCs, Ultramobiles and Mobile Phones Forecast Q1 2016 Update
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http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3270418

